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Linwood is a family business, based in the heart of Hampshire. In 

that rather English way, we straddle the worlds of classic design and 

innovation. Linwood is the traditional and the inventive, hand in glove. 

Our design team draw their inspiration from textile archives, museums 

and art history to create beautiful, original collections of fabrics and 

wallpapers. We’re drawn to designs with a sense of heritage and those 

that reflect popular culture. 

We like working with people we know; many of our fabrics and 

wallpapers are made entirely in Britain. The rest are made in Europe 

(Italy and Belgium mostly) by family-run mills with whom we have 

long-standing relationships. Linwood brings you substance and style, 

artistry and excellence.

O U R

Story

To find out more visit

www.linwoodfabric.com
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FABLE

Sofa Aesop LF1922C/1 Green
Fable wallpaper Labyrinth LW65/4 Indigo

‘Launching this Autumn, Fable is a collection of exciting 

new designs that draws it’s inspiration from the cultural 

tradition of storytelling around the globe.

 

Fantastical worlds are brought together in a beautiful  

selection of prints, weaves and wallpapers.’
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Be inspired by Linwood’s original range of beautifully crafted classic 

and contemporary fabrics. Created for both private and contract use, 

we choose the finest quality yarns to produce a comprehensive range 

of prints, velvets, weaves and a wide selection of complimenting 

plains suitable for upholstery, curtains and soft furnishings.

E X P L O R E  O U R

Fabrics

To view more & request a sample visit

www.linwoodfabric.com

Fable wallpaper Uhura LW64/2 Chilli
Chair, Fable weaves Kitsune LF1930C/6 Midnight
Cushion, Fable weaves Zeus LF1928C/7 Red

Curtains Uhura LF1923C/4 Tomato
Sofa Lana LF1921FR/54 Battleship
Sofa cushion, back Lana LF1921FR/48 Cobalt
Sofa cushion, front Uhura LF1923C/4 Tomato

Curtain, Fable weaves Tanuki LF1929C/7 Onyx
Sofa Omega LF1528FR/16 Brass
Cushion, back Tanuki LF1929C/7 Onyx
Cushion, front Amala LF1925C/1 Red

Fable wallpaper Amala LW68/2 Charcoal 
Chair  Lana LF1921FR/48 Cobalt

Curtain, Fable weaves Kitsune LF1930C/5 Navy
Sofa Lana LF1921FR/54 Battleship
Sofa cushion, Blue Lana LF1921FR/49 Denim
Throw Lana LF1921FR/50 Night

Curtain, Whitewood prints 
Dittisham LF1627C/6 Harbour Blue
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Chairs Amala LF1925C/1 Red
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Tired of plain walls? Perk up your space with  

one of our many stunning wallpapers.

From classic damasks and florals to cityscapes  

or wild animals, you’ll find a wallpaper perfect  

for any interior.

   

D I S C O V E R  O U R

Wallpapers

To view more & request a sample visit

www.linwoodfabric.com

Fable wallpaper Uhura LW64/1 Pearl

Fable wallpaper
Amala LW68/2 Charcoal

Cushion, Fable weaves
Tanuki LF1929C/4 Tango

Fable wallpaper
Aesop LW67/1 Green
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Fable wallpaper Rumi LW66/1 Smoky
Sofa Labyrinth LF1924C/3 Indigo
Cushion Labyrinth LF1924C/2 Grey14 15



Create your very 
own lookbook

Have you ever fallen for a lovely fabric but not been able to visualise what it  

would look like on a sofa or as curtains?

Our new lookbook takes the guesswork out of creating a scheme. Select your  

favourite 6 samples and a day or so later you will receive them in the post, along  

with a personalised, printed lookbook showing your selection on a sofa and  

hanging as curtains.

1.
Select your 

favourite fabrics

2.
We create your 

lookbook for you

3.
Then it will be 

posted to you with 
your samples

Using your fabric choices, our  
software transforms these into 
beautiful images, showing you  
what your choices will look like  

on a sofa or as curtains.

Once constructed, your  
personalised lookbook will be  
on it’s way to you alongside  

your requested samples.

A truly comprehensive range 
of prints and weaves in a 

fabulous array of colours and 
textures. Select up to 6 beautiful 

fabric samples to include in 
your lookbook.

Get started now

www.linwoodfabric.com
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F R O M  C O N C E P T  T O

Design

To find out more & request a sample visit

www.linwoodfabric.com

The first stage of the design process is to decide 

what type of collection we want to produce -  

is it print, weave, wallpaper, or a combination?  

The general look is then decided on - for example 

whether it has a more traditional or contemporary 

feel. We usually like to create something quite 

different from the previous major launch.

 

The ideas for the actual designs are usually 

inspired by a piece of traditional textile, a painting 

or sometimes even jewellery and architecture.  

We then create mood boards with imagery and 

colours to hone down our ideas and focus on the 

chosen theme and style.

 

We will then either create designs on tracing paper 

from scratch, often using traditional imagery as 

reference and then paint the designs or sometimes 

we use document designs from archives which  

we then develop ready for production. 
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Curtain Uhura LF1923C/5 Grey
Sofa, Fable weaves Tanuki LF1929C/1 Sandstone
Sofa cushion, Pink Tyger LF1927C/3 Blush
Chair, near Uhura LF1923C/5 Grey
Chair, far Tyger LF1927C/3 Blush
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Linwood supplies fabrics and wallpapers into many of the 

leading Hotels in the UK and abroad. Customers include 

Hotel du Vin, Macdonald hotels, The Pig and Conde Nast 

Johansens Luxury Hotels in the UK.   

We pride ourselves on our technical knowledge and ability 

to expertly advise our customers on their individual needs. 

Our customer service team can guide you through all 

aspects of FR regulation and performance in the  

contract environment.

Our regional representatives offer a face to face service. 

They are experts in the industry with an extensive 

knowledge of the contract market and are ready to  

work with you to achieve your design goals. 

With new collections being launched throughout  

the year, we offer fabrics and wallpapers to suit  

all interiors and styles.

Boutique Hotel 

For more information please email

contracts@linwoodfabric.com

Product 0000000 / 0 Colour
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Wallpaper   Labyrinth LW65/6 Gem 2524



Please email or call us with any  

questions or comments you may  

have about our products, services  

or our website.

Our showroom in Hampshire is  

available by appointment, we look  

forward to hearing from you.

Offices and Showroom  

(by appointment)

15 Headlands Business Park,

Salisbury Road, Ringwood,

Hampshire, BH24 3PB

Tel: 44 (0) 1425 461176

Fax: 44 (0) 1425 461196

E-mail: sales@linwoodfabric.com

www.linwoodfabric.com

Get in touch 

Curtains, Fable weaves Zeus LF1928C/14 Inca

Chair   Uhura LF1923C/4 Tomato
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www.linwoodfabric.com


